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MAKES BMW MERCEDES MINI Apparel Accessories

 

SKU: D906-3001
Performance Software for your Adaptive M Suspension

CLICK TO VIEW APPLIED MODELS ▲

This item is worth 1 point(s) towards your Dinan Badge.

PRICE:  $199.95
TO ORDER CALL DINAN AT 1-800-341-5480

 

DINAN Shockware – EDC Suspension Tuning

Description  Specs  Pictures / Video  Warranty  Recommended

Product Description

Special Note: Only for Adaptive M Suspension system equipped models. Fits both RWD & xDrive vehicles.

"Performance Software for your Adaptive M Suspension"

Just as Performance Software dramatically changed the world of engine tuning, Shockware™ will forever change
suspension tuning and now its available for all F30/31/32/33/36 3 and 4 series vehicles.

With the wide spread use of the Adaptive M Suspension, throughout its most powerful models, DINAN has tuned it for
ultimate performance. Match DINAN Shockware™ with a DINAN Performance Suspension System for superior handling in
all driving conditions.

Since the introduction of the Adaptive M Suspension system, DINAN has embraced the flexibility and performance that can
be achieved by a suspension upgrade that leaves the Adaptive M Suspension system in place. With the addition of DINAN
Shockware™ this solution takes another large step forward by also reprograming the damping curve of the damper itself.

The Adaptive M Suspension system works by monitoring sensors measuring all aspects of the BMWs behavior then
analyzing them and adjusting the actuators in the shock absorbers, which, with the help of magnetic valves change their
characteristics in a fraction of a second. DINAN Shockware™ reprograms the software making the adjustments to respond
in a way that would have recently required purchasing a new performance set of dampers, thus drastically reducing the
cost of a suspension upgrade.
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Designed and manufactured in the USA  800.341.5480  
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The Driving Dynamics Control switch is fully functional with the setting upgraded for each mode. Each setting has become
more performance based in how it reacts to changing road and driving conditions. The "Normal" setting is now tuned to be
the "Sport" setting. The big change is when the BMW is set to "Sport" as that is the new DINAN high performance
programming.

DINAN Shockware™ can be used as a stand alone upgrade. However, your BMW performs best when paired with the
DINAN Performance Suspension System or any performance spring sets. The suspension upgrade software is loaded into
the BMW the same way BMW loads and updates stock software. This software upgrade falls under the DINAN factory
matching new car warranty of 4 year / 50,000 mile coverage.

The Dinan Performance Suspension System and Dinan Shockware were designed together and work best when
both are installed.

Please check out the video tab for a great clip by BMW that explains the EDC system that Dinan® Shockware modifies.
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